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ABSTRACT 

Scale can be defined as chemical compounds inorganic, initially insoluble, and which precipitate accumulating in 

the internal wall of pipes, surface equipment and/or parts of components involved in the production and transport of 

oil. These compounds, when precipitating, cause problems in the oil industry and consequently result in losses in the 

optimization of the extraction process. Although the importance and impact of the precipitation of these compounds 

in the technological and economic scope, there is still the difficulty in determining methods that enable the identifi-

cation and quantification of the scale at an initial stage.  The use of the gamma transmission technique may provide 

support for a better understanding of the deposition of these compounds, making it a suitable tool for the non-

invasive determination of their deposition in oil transport pipelines. The geometry used for the scale detection in-

clude a 280 mm diameter iron pipe containing barium sulfate (BaSO4) ranging from 5 to 60 mm, gamma radiation 

source with divergent beam and as NaI(Tl) 2”x2” scintillation detector. The opening size of the collimated beam 

was evaluated (2 to 7 mm) to also quantify the associated error in calculating the scale. The study was realized with 

computer simulation, using the MCNP-X code and validated by means of analytical equations that indicate the pos-

sibility of using this study for this purpose. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

During the process of formation of oil and gas, already allocated in reservoir rocks, 

there is also a production of water called formation water. This presents characteristics inherent 

to the rock to which it is located, and its quantity will depend on the characteristics of the natural 

or artificial mechanisms of production and the composition characteristics of the reservoir rock 

itself. The water produced from the reservoir rock is identified by its salinity and chemical com-

position (Bessera, 2012). To maintain the pressure conditions in the reservoir rock, a water injec-

tion operation can be carried out in the lower layers of the rock, favoring the migration and col-

lection of the natural material of interest to the wells. 

Oil extraction is accompanied by water and sediment, which mixed with the oil and to-

gether with changes in pressure, temperature and fluid flow can cause these elements to precipi-

tate forming deposits of on the walls of the pipes. Due to the chemical affinity of the elements 

soluble in the sea water and the formation water, chemical reactions may occur that will favor 

the formation of inorganic deposit, the scales. 

Scale may cause: reduction of internal pipe diameters due to accumulation of deposited 

products, drilling at pipe points and equipment due to corrosion promoting agents, increased en-

ergy consumption due to reduced equipment efficiency and shortened life equipment and instal-

lation (Fiorentin, 2004). 

Scales of barium, strontium and calcium, for example, are usually formed by the mix-

ture of formation water and injection water. The high concentration of sulfate anions presents in 

the injection water when interacting with high concentrations of divalent cations (Ba
2+,

 Sr
2+

 e 

Ca
2+

) present in the formation water under favorable thermodynamic conditions may result in the 

formation of sulfate salt precipitates. 

Over time, these salts gradually deposit on the walls of the pipes and equipment used in 

the extraction and transport of oil/gas, contributing to reduce the internal diameter of the pipes, 

contributing to reduce the internal diameter of the pipes, and may even obstruct passages and 

damage equipment, necessitating periodic maintenance actions, such as cleaning or even tube 
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replacement (Martin, et al., 1997). Thus, scale causes economic losses due to the impact on in-

creased operating costs and equipment performance in offshore operations (Allen, et al., 1982). 

Scale depositions limit and sometimes block the production of oil and gas through the 

obstruction of the oil formation matrix. It can also damage production lines and equipment and 

interfere with fluid flow. The direct consequence of this is the failure of production equipment, 

emergency shutdowns, increased maintenance cost (predictive and corrective) and general de-

crease of production efficiency (Oliveira, 2009). In this sense, there is a need to deepen the stud-

ies as a way of identifying and quantifying the fouling to carry out the evaluations of corrective 

and preventive measures. 

Nuclear techniques, which are non-invasive, have been a potential solution for preven-

tive control and monitoring of Scale evolution, mainly used to monitor and quantify fouling in 

the offshore environment. 

From the economic point of view, the non-destructive testing procedures seem to have a 

promise in the evaluation of deposits (Marinho, et al., 2008). Once a system is in place and in 

perfect working order, it is often not wise to interrupt it to conduct a study. In practice, there are 

relevant difficulties to obtain results through destructive examinations. In fact, the advantage is 

that non-destructive testing can often be performed at convenient times and not necessarily result 

in interruption of operations. 

The gamma-ray densitometry technique, one of the non-destructive test methods, has 

been applied and obtained satisfactory results in many areas, such as petrochemical, oil industry 

and mining (Salgado, et al., 2013). It has been used for flow measurement studies (Mi, et.al., 

1998; Salgado, et al., 2009); for density prediction (Achmad, 2004), for the study of thickness 

measurements (Berman, 2009) and oil transport monitoring applications (Khorsandi, 2011); for 

the detection of scale and corrosion in pipes used for oil extraction (Monno, 1985; Mcconn, 

2011). 

This technique makes use of radioactive sources of gamma rays and through them it is 

possible to obtain measurements without, however, modifying the operating conditions of the 

system under study, allowing to follow the whole process of monitoring. Nuclear techniques 

based on gamma-ray absorption methods can provide reliable measures of thickness fluctuation, 
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for example, by improving accuracy and reducing costs. However, in this type of measures diffi-

culties are encountered, such as the presence of water, gas or oil due to differences in density, 

which interferes with the accuracy in estimating the scale thickness. There is, therefore, a need to 

evaluate the behavior of the radiation beam in the most realistic scenario possible, that is, con-

sidering the influence of the fluids in a tube-fouling-fluids system. 

Analysis by transmission measurements can be achieved by comparing the signals recorded 

by the detector with a content of a density calibration table or by using analytical equations. In 

any case, the calibration table can be influenced by important parameters that depend on the 

measurement conditions, such as: pipe diameter, pipe wall thickness, temperature and pressure, 

and even errors caused by the calibration procedure itself (Maucec and Denijs, 2009). It is neces-

sary to investigate the impact of these parameters on the density measurement. In both proce-

dures, simplifications, based on experimental data, are often performed on the analytical model 

for an approximate solution, however this may lead to large errors due to changes in flow regime 

occurring in time and space. In addition, the solution through analytical equations is specific to a 

given flow regime and measurement geometry, and obviously there can be no significant chang-

es in the system for the solution to have any meaning. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The present section is related to the study of the gamma transmission method using the 

Monte Carlo N-particle (MCNP-X) code and the method used to predict the thickness of concen-

tric inorganic scale of barium sulphate in oil pipes.  

2.1 Representative materials and geometry 

Initially, a study of representative materials for pipe and scale was carried out, in order 

to optimize the obtaining of the data required for scale calculation through simulated models. In 

order to obtain a model with a simplified and representative geometry of the pipe-scale-fluid 

system necessary for scale calculation, preliminary gamma transmission studies were carried out 

using the following steps: 

1. Evaluation of the influence of the chemical composition of the pipes; 
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2. Evaluation of the influence of the chemical composition of scales; 

3. Obtaining the coefficients of linear attenuation of the pipe, scale and fluid used; 

4. Definition of the most appropriate collimation aperture; 

After defining all the geometry of the chemical composition of the materials that make 

up the model, it will be used for all other simulations, where increments of scale thickness and 

variation of positions of the source-detector system will be performed in order to validate the 

adopted model. 

2.1.1 Evaluation of the influence of the chemical composition of the pipes 

The pipes used to transport oil, the walls have direct contact with the fluids being trans-

ported, being subject to corrosion. For this reason, galvanized steel (AlSOl6, AlSl304L, Al316L, 

etc.) and stainless steel are used in its manufacture. However, the ability to represent a pipeline 

made up essentially of iron was evaluated in comparison with other metal alloys found in pipe-

lines used in the petrochemical industry. For this, simulations were carried out with the pipe es-

sentially formed by iron and other simulations with pipes formed by metallic mixtures, namely, 

AlSl304, AlSl307 and AlSl316 (Chrome-Nickel Molybdenum Steels), as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1- Chemical composition of AlSl304, AlSl307 and AlSl316 steels  

(William et al., 2006) 

Elemento AlSl 304 AlSl 307 AlSl 316 

Fe 0,68827 0,65075 0,67259 

Cr 0,20209 0,18140 0,18982 

Mo - 0,01446 - 

Mn 0,02013 0,02020 0,01996 

Ni 0,08951 0,11344 0,09810 

Si - 0,01976 0,01952 

The geometry developed to carry out the study of gamma transmission and determina-

tion of the representative composition used a monoenergetic punctiform source of cesium 137 

with a pencil beam positioned 180° from a 2”x2 '' scintillating NaI(Tl) detector. A pipe with an 
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initial internal diameter of 27.5 cm and a length of 20 cm; thickness ranging from 0.5 to 4 cm in 

0.5 cm steps; source-pipe and pipe-detector distances of both 1 cm were evaluated in this study. 

2.1.2 Evaluation of the influence of the chemical composition of the scales 

Scales are formed by salts and can contain more than one compound in their composi-

tion. However, according to chemical analyzes, approximately 61% of the chemical composition 

of the scale is formed by barium sulfate. To evaluate the representativeness of BaSO4 as the only 

inorganic salt that forms scale, two simulations were carried out: one with barium sulfate (ρ = 

4.5 g.cm
-3

) and the other with about 80% by weight of barium sulfate containing about 20% 

mass of SrSO4, Fe2O3, CaCO3, SiO2 and Al2(SiO4)3, see Table 2. 

 

Table 2 - Chemical composition of BaSO4 e BaSO4* with SrSO4, Fe2O3, CaCO3, SiO2 and 

Al2(SiO4)3. 

Element BaSO4 BaSO4* 

Al - 0,03 

Ba 0,589 0,368 

C - 0,013 

Ca - 0,045 

Fe - 0,017 

O 0,274 0,331 

S 0,137 0,114 

Si - 0,034 

Sr - 0,075 

 

The study consisted of comparing the interaction of radiation between scales consisting 

only of barium sulfate and barium sulfate and other compounds (Cruz, 2002; Godoy and Cruz, 

2003) and the geometry used was the same as in item 2.1.1. 

 

2.1.3 Obtaining the coefficients of linear attenuation of the pipe, scale and fluid  

The attenuation coefficient values for all materials that make up the measurement 

system were selected and studied. For this, information such as density (g.cm
-3

) and mass 
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fractions of iron pipe, barium sulphate scale and oill were required as input data for the MCNP-X 

code for calculating the attenuation coefficient (Willian et al., 2009).  Table 3 presents these 

coefficient values and their comparison with theoretical data contained in the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST, 2010). These data were useful for calculating the thickness 

of the scale. 

Table 3: Linear Attenuation Coefficients for pipe, scale and oil. 

Data Pipe Scale Oil 

Density (g.cm
-
³) 8 4.5 0.973 

 Linear attenuation coeficient 

(MCNPX) 
5.78E-01 1.90E-01 7.75E-02 

 Linear attenuation coeficient 

(NIST) 
5.80E-01 1.96E-01 8.38E-02 

Relative error (%) -0.29 -3.12 -7.51 

 

  

   

 
2.1.4 Definition of the most appropriate collimation aperture 

To optimize the activity of the radioactive source of 
137 

Cs, a study of the effect of col-

limation was carried out, in which the influence of the collimation aperture in the calculation of 

the scale was evaluated. This collimation influence consisted in varying the divergence of the 

radiation beam using a pencil-beam (0º), 2 mm (5.73°), 4.5 mm (12.64°) and 7 mm (21, 37°) and 

use analytical equations to determine the thickness of the scales under all these divergences. The 

thicknesses were previously defined as 0.5 cm for all cases and studied at six source-detector 

displacement points, namely, from 3 cm to 6.5 cm, with 0.5 cm steps, aiming at profiling the 

pipe. 

The divergence of the source was mathematically developed with the desired emission, 

without the use of a real collimator, making use of commands available in the MCNP-X code, 

where the source adopts the conical shape with normalization of the 4π emission. The most ap-

propriate value for collimations will be used in the validation phase for other scales thicknesses, 

considering a lower relative error. 
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2.2 Simulation geometry for scales thicknesses 

 

The detection geometry consists of a 2x2" NaI (Tl) scintillation detector, positioned at 180° 

from a point source of 
137

Cs (662 keV) gamma rays. Considering that the analytical equations 

used for calculating thickness are valid for a pencil-beam beam, a study of source divergence 

was carried out with the objective of optimizing the source activity and evaluating the associated 

errors in the scale calculus. The divergence established initially for the source was 5.73°, which 

corresponds to a collimator with a 2 mm aperture in the geometry established in this work. To 

evaluate the influence of the divergence of the source, the opening of the collimator was varied 

from 2 mm; 4.5 mm and 7 mm. The most appropriate value for the collimator, after the simula-

tions, will be used in the scale calculation. 

A source, also punctual, pencil-beam was also used for comparative purposes and all 

these tests were performed through the MCNP-X code. It should be noted that the source diver-

gence was mathematically developed with the desired emission, without the use of an actual col-

limator, using the commands provided in the MCNP-X Code. The pipe used is essentially made 

of iron and has a thickness of 5 mm and 280 mm of external diameter. The fluid used was crude 

oil. To obtain the scale thickness, its value from 0,5 to 6 cm containing concentric scales and 

formed by only BaSO4 was varied, as shown in Fig.1.  

 

Figure 1: Simulation System  
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The simulation responses were obtained using the output commands available in the 

code, to study the influence of the collimator using the command (F1, tally card), while the 

command (F8, tally card) was used for the study of the scale value. These commands display a 

relative error due to counts in each spectrum energy range. The number of histories (NPS) used 

was determined to obtain acceptable statistics, with relative error values lower than 5% for 662 

keV energy, according to the MCNP-X manual (Pelowitz, 2005). 

 

2.3 Calculation of the scale thickness 

Analytical equations were obtained for calculating the scale thickness. The path traveled 

by the radiation in the fouling is provided by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, to obtain the fouling thickness, Eq. 

3. The method used in this work also considers possible misalignment source-detector. 

 

 
Equation 1 

 

 
Equation 2 

 

 +  

Equation 3 

 

Where: 

k:  k = I/I0; 

: transmission coefficient for the pipe, scale and fluid (cm
-1

); 

Wi: radiation path to the pipe, scale and fluid (cm); 

XAB: scale thickness (cm); 

Xa, Xb, Ya and Yb: coordinates of the line segment AB that refers to the value of the thickness. 

 

The simulations were performed using the MCNP-X code to obtain the gamma trans-

mission in 8 different positions of the pipe, from 3 cm to 6.5 cm in steps of 0.5 cm. These values 

are necessary to calculate the scale thickness, according to Fig. 2.  
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Figure 2: Representation of the trigonometric relationships of the pipe, (oil) and scale.  

 

Simulations were obtained with the MCNP-X code, using the tally card F8 for pulse 

height distribution estimative, and only the corresponding region of the photoelectric absorption 

was used. To ensure that the relative error associated with the counts of each detector was below 

5% for all the cases, the calculation accounted to 1E7 NPS. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUTIONS 

This section is presented the steps to calculate the scale of barium sulfate thickness with 

analytical equations.  

4.1 Scale thickness by analytical equations 

Fig. 3 shows the simulation response for the pipelines considering the steels mentioned in 

2.1.1.  

From the relative error (%) data, it can be seen that the values show deviations below 1%, 

so there is no significant difference between steels and iron. The analyzed steels have about 70% 

iron in their composition, and the other chemical elements analyzed have atomic numbers close 
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together and relatively low mass fraction in the metallic alloy, having little influence on the line-

ar attenuation coefficient values, explaining relatively low errors. 

 

Figure 3 - Relative errors of AlSl304, AlSl307, AlSl316 in relation to Fe. 
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Therefore, the use of iron as the only constituent component of the pipe will not have a 

significant influence on the transmission and, consequently, on the calculation of the incrustation 

thickness. 

Fig. 4 shows the relative percentage error regarding the gamma transmissions obtained by 

the simulations for the increments of barium sulfate (BaSO4) and barium sulfate with the other 

BaSO4* salts (BaSO4, SrSO4, CaCO3, Fe2O3, SiO2 and Al (SiO4)3) in its composition, as men-

tioned in section 2.1.2. 
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Figure 4 - Relative errors of BaSO4* in relation to BaSO4. 
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As can be seen, all the relative error values showed deviations below 0.5%. The other salts 

that make up the mixture of barium sulfate with other inorganic salts (BaSO4*) contain in their 

chemical composition about 82% of the total mass fraction of barium, sulfur and oxygen, thus 

justifying the values of relatively low errors. The chemical elements that make up both models 

have atomic numbers close to each other, implying proximity in the linear attenuation coefficient 

values, also justifying deviations less than 0.5% obtained in this study. Therefore, the use of bar-

ium sulfate as the sole constituent of the scale in all models will not significantly influence the 

calculation of the scale thickness. 

In Fig. 5 is presented the thickness of the scale with a pencil-beam source and a collima-

tion aperture for crude oil, also varying the detection height and an initial nominal scale of 0.5 

cm. By means of this study, the collimation aperture was defined with the lowest percentage 

relative error and adopted as the most adequate for the calculation of other scale thicknesses, 

with thicknesses varying from 2 cm to 6 cm. 

The thickness of the scale was obtained (Fig. 5), with your respective percentage rela-

tive errors. It is possible to notice that the geometry using pencil beam source and 2 mm present-

ed the values closest to the theoretical value of 0.5 cm. In the other two cases, with divergence of 

4.5 mm and 7 mm, relative errors are relatively larger, maximum of 4.06%. This increase in the 
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relative error in the last cases, where the beam angulation was extrapolated, demonstrates the 

importance in defining the geometry and the correct adjustment of the divergence. 

 

Figure 5: Scale thickness for collimation openings. 
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In a second moment, the studies were carried out with variation of nominal scale of 2 to 

6 cm, maintaining the divergence adjusted of 2 mm and the source pencil beam for comparative 

effect, since these data were those that presented smaller relative error. In Table 4 the scale 

thickness data are presented and the percentage relative errors theoretical, respectively. 

 

Table 4: Scale thicknesses obtained by the gamma transmission technique for nominal 

scale of 2 cm, 4 cm and 6 cm. 

 
2 cm  4 cm  6 cm 

HEIGHT 

(cm)              

SCALE 

TICKNESS  

(cm) 

 

RELATIVE  

ERROR (%)  

 

 
SCALE 

TICKNESS 

(cm)  

 

RELATIVE  

ERROR (%)  

 

 
SCALE 

TICKNESS  

(cm) 

RELATIVE  

ERROR (%) 
  

3 1,99 -0,71  3,98 -0,56  5,96 -0,65 

3,5 1,99 -0,73  3,98 -0,60  5,97 -0,55 

4 1,99 -0,64  3,98 -0,51  5,97 -0,57 

4,5 1,99 -0,56  3,99 -0,36  5,97 -0,48 

5 1,99 -0,57  3,99 -0,24  5,98 -0,26 

5,5 1,99 -0,44  4,00 0,10  6,01 0,09 

6 1,99 -0,47  4,00 0,06  6,04 0,70 

6,5 1,99 -0,49  4,00 0,06  6,09 1,46 
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In all cases, with thicknesses of 0.5 to 6 cm, the fouling thicknesses were obtained with 

good detection sensitivity. These cases presented relative errors lower than 1.46%, in the worst 

case. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This work evaluated a geometry of detection of a gamma transmission system, as well as study-

ing an influence of the opening of the divergence of a point source, a position of the detection 

system, of source-detector form, an influence of the composition of the damages and scales, aim-

ing a repetition of a geometry that evaluated the impact of these parameters for quantification of 

barium sulphate scale (BaSO4) in oil pipes. The calculation of the scale thicknesses was obtained 

by means of analytical equations and computational simulation (MCNP-X). The results of the 

calculation of the fouling thickness presented relative errors lower than 1.46%, demonstrating 

the good agreement between the initially theoretical values and those obtained by the simulation. 

It is worth noting that the proposed method also predicts a possible misalignment of the source-

detector system, making use of analytical equations to overcome this problem, indicating that 

this methodology can be used in a satisfactory way to predict the thickness of deposits in oil 

pipes. 
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